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Based on the institutional environment under the condition of Chinese economic 
transition, this paper first analyses the link between the absence of system and 
behavior of local government in the whole, and then analyzes the public financial 
system, financial system and cadre personnel system that influence Chinese local 
government financing. It points out that the gap between government’s revenue and 
expenditure is the objective reason for local government financing, while current 
financial system and cadre personnel system enable local government to have the 
motivation and ability in influencing allocation of financial resources.  
Second, this paper focuses on two typical modes—loan financing and bond 
issuing. Having analyzing the current situation, this paper points out that the original 
source of Chinese local government debt financing is the absence of system under the 
condition of transition and the offside of local government. Specifically, for the mode 
of loan financing, the information is not transparent, the illegal debt guarantees exist, 
and borrow from multiple sources, which all together form the risk of repaying and 
potential threats of local financial risks and bank operational risks; for the mode of 
bond issuing by central government on behalf of local government, the imperfect 
system may lead to the risks of repaying, issuing and fund using of local government 
bonds; for the mode of bonds investing by issuing city, the ambiguous division of 
responsibilities between the financing platform and the government may cause the 
repaying risks of bonds invested by city and operational risks of investing companies 
owned by the city. 
Third, based on the comprehensive analysis of Chinese local government 
financing, this paper studies the municipal bond financing system in developed 
countries (represented by the U.S.), the local government debt crisis in developing 














countries that undergo economic transition (represented by Poland). Both positive and 
negative international experience on choosing financing modes and controlling risks 
can be learned from the above analysis. 
Finally, this paper returns to the system level. In combination of Chinese 
institutional background and domestic and foreign practice, this paper points out that 
China should establish a standard debt financing system, which mainly composed by 
the mode of bond financing. As for the constitution of system, China should combine 
specific institutional environment and market condition, finish the work in three 
phases— the fundamental stage, improving stage and the completing stage, and bring 
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款等问题, 因此, 如何提高地方政府借款信用成为焦点问题。[8] Mehl 和 Reynaud
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